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About This Game

Pixel Puzzle is a challenging and exciting picross game that uses numbers and logic to solve grid puzzles and unlock fully
colored pictures. Also known as nonogram, griddler, hanjie, paint by numbers or logic square, this logic game is quick to learn
but can take a lifetime to master. Whether you're a beginner or expert you will love playing the varying levels of Pixel Puzzle.

If you've struggled to find a true, quality picross game, your search is over. Download Pixel Puzzle now to start solving puzzles
and earning stars!

Pixel Puzzle Features:

182 fun and challenging puzzles included with purchase

Two modes of play - Normal and Hard. Play all levels in each mode...double the fun!

Normal Mode allows you to play with no mistake penalties, earn stars based on time

Hard Mode requires extra brain power, make a mistake and lose a star!

All original logic based puzzles with NO guessing required

Save feature allows you to finish puzzles later
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Detailed How to Play tutorial for beginners

Puzzles ranging from easy to very hard in various sizes (5x5, 10x10, 15x15, 20x20, 25x25)

Fun puzzle categories for each World

Finish each level with 3 stars to beat the World and win a world crown!

Hours of puzzle solving fun!
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Title: Pixel Puzzle Picross
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mouseless Media
Publisher:
Mouseless Media
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2017
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pixel puzzle picross

This is digital crack. Why are you doing this to meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee. The sort of game you play while
drinking a warm cup of chocolate. Worth your money.. This game is 3 hours long if you spend an hour plus doing the "what on
earth am I supposed to do next" thing. And you probably will. Luckily it has a hint feature which truly helps, sometimes. Some
good comedy, but about none in the last hour. Worth 2 dollars. 5 bucks? Not for me. Best line in the game "The boss is coming,
act competent!".. Like others have stated this game is ok for a card game. Nothing stands out like in Faerie Solitare. If your
looking for a great card game then Faerie Solitare is the better game. The issue I have is that while it does nothing bad per se it
doesnt do a lot of great or interesting ideas either.

The zombie idea was interesting however they fail to do anything interesting with the idea. Its basically you have cards and can
go up or down in value. So the 2 card you would need a 3 or an ace to play that card. If you dont have a card you need you draw
from your deck. You can buy some powerups that reveal cards or get rid of cards. The graphics are good and the music while
not great is ok.

I just feel like the entire game is a missed opportunity. It lacks a hook like Faerie Solitare has with their pet collecting. You do
get to play little mini games but they are short. The regular price seems very high to me. I got this in a bundle along with 5 other
games. The game now has trading cards.

If I had to rate it 7/10. Not bad but doesnt do anything special. I still recommend it because its easy to play and its not all bad..
Wonky frame-rate and stuttering unfortunately ruined what could've easily been one of the better VR coasters out there.
The environment-design, graphics and musical score do show a lot of talent and promise, but even after the latest "fix" it still ran
like crap on my GTX1070
In all other areas it's really pretty nice though, so if the developer figures out how to optimize their games I'm all for it. Not
getting a refund for that reason, but certainly can't recommend this in it's current state.
. To preface, my playtime is a bit off, it should be something more like 17 or 18 hours. That aside, I'd say I was pleasantly
surprised by Office Lovers. I came into it with somewhat low expectations, but it turned out better than I thought. For starters,
the concept didn't really draw me in, as I've never been the type to be into work relationships or even forbidden romance in
particular. Plus, a game focused around working and offices just sounds boring in general. But it was actually alright, the art is
really clean and pretty and the character designs are enough to tickle my fancy. I do have to agree with some of the other
reviews as there really was quite a bit of sexual harassment, though I suppose I've come to expect this from a Dogenzaka Lab
game, lol. It really wasn't that bad and I would just classify it as dub-con at best, which isn't unusual in the otome genre. Not to
mention I actually really like the protagonist of this game, she was a really hard worker and didn't just passively let these guys do
whatever they want, she said 'no' and gave her opinions too. There were a few comments made that seemed a bit sexist, and I
could have done without them, but I don't think they were too out-of-character for this game either.

One of my few complaints is that while the soundtrack is on the same level as boring elevator music, the part that got me is
when it would just very abruptly stop and go silent for a while or switch to something completely different. The cuts were rather
jarring and usually not even during 'tense' moments where it would be deemed appropriate. The translation was good, the few
errors that arose were often easily overlooked, and sometimes some of the characters' names would revert back to kanji for a
line or two, but the script as a whole was clear to understand. It took some deciding but I think Hyoga's route is my favourite, he
seemed the least pushy of all of them and the most believable in his love for the protag - but Kaido was pretty cool too. I had fun
with this otome, even when they just talked about work it wasn't a complete snooze-fest and it was nice seeing the protagonist's
passion for her job and how well she worked with the others. +1 rec from me!. Fun game, lots of unlockables.. Usually I have
no problem with poor graphics and retro games. BUT the town view is too poor and handling brakes the game\u00b4s charm. ~5
Textures for buildings in town view overall and no way to see what building you are next to in the area map that shows ~6
colored boxes for house categories but nothing else is a joke. You are in a town, you have an area map, you have NO IDEA
where to go even if you know the building you are supposed to look for in your quest because
a) the map won\u00b4t tell you and doesn\u00b4t allow movement in map mode to use the try & error method faster
b) all buildings look the same
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Story was ok. Graphics were decent. I played in casual mode which made it too easy. Great if your an achievement or card
hunter. Not bad if you want something to play that will not take alot of time. I would recommend only if on sale.. This game is
lacking a lot of the reviews previously written about it which were highly favorable when it was a demo (look up the 2014 demo
store page) And has had many let's play videos made about it (mostly for the demo as this only recently came out as the finished
version) So if you are hoping for more reviews on the game head on over to the demo page\/google it to see a far larger review
of it.. Early access, never finished.. A point-and-click adventure game, Memoria tells the story of two people 450 years apart:
Geron, an amateur mage attempting to find a way to restore the original form of his girlfriend, trapped in the form of a raven;
and Sadja, a princess determined to carve her name into history's list of heroes.

For those of us used to modern, more interactive games, Memoria may seem a little slow-paced and tedious, and at times, the
puzzles seem to be of questionable quality, involving trial-and-error more than anything else (the forest is a good example).
However, as a story, the game is a great way to spend a few hours, and despite its short length and simplicity, the gradual
developments and revelations are well done, and should keep you wanting to find out more.

Certainly this is not a game I would recommend for the general audience, but if a good short story is your thing, then I would
say this is worth its cost, and in any case will hopefully encourage Daedalic and other game developers to create more games
like these.. i cant get my game to work what is rong. I've been waiting for JUMPGRID to come out for a couple months only,
after seeing a gif on Twitter that instantly hooked me.
The gameplay, the visuals, and later the music, all struck me.
I said to myself : wow, this is going to be a masterpiece. It just clicked, and I immediately showed it to everyone in my social
cluster.

Playing it now, I can confirm that JUMPGRID doesn't disappoint these high standards I had set for it, and even goes further
than that.
The gameplay and level design are just amazing. For some levels, I was just dying over and over just because I was in awe, just
sitting there in front of such a carefully and meticulously crafted game.

The replayability is somewhere between "let's retry all the quadrants now that I know them a bit" and "I'll play this until my eyes
bleed just to beat everyone in the leaderboards".
The game is kinda short, when you think about it, but could be increased in the future if Ian MacLarty decides to add levels.
One thing that could be added to improve gametime is a level editor. I really think people would do wonderful things with such
a tool.

All in all, JUMPGRID meets every criteria :
- it's fun from the first level all the way to the end boss
- it's refreshing while itching the same scratch as previous titles like Bit Trip Runner or Super Hexagon
- it's balanced in difficulty, it's never too easy nor too hard
- it has great visuals (be careful if you're sensitive to flashes)
- it has a very good and fitting soundtrack
- it's cheap, so please consider buying it to support the developer

JUMPGRID will probably end up on my 2019 GOTY list.. Heresy? I think not! OPPAI!OPPAI!OPPAI!!!. Worth the $3 or So I
paid for it, saw this on the yogscast and thought it would be a good game to play, and it turns out it was! Consider this to
purchase, Some of the levels caused rage but others were cool and fun defently need some out of the game tools to play this but
other than that I loved every minute of it including the rage because its so satsifying when you complete a difficult level!. So,
You want to buy RoboCritters?

-Do you have a local group of 8 friends?
-Do you have up to 8 Controllers?
-Do you like paying money for a game that has "online," (but not really?)
Then RoboCritters, Is the game for you!

I purchased 2 copies of this game, and will be requesting a refund for both games.
The "online play," doesn't work.
For those of you who argue, "The online clearly says BETA."
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That's true. Although i have the feeling the "BETA" tag is to save the devs any kind of scrutiny when their product doesn't work.
Don't advertise your came can play online if it can't.

Maybe if the devs actually make their game work ill buy it again.

0\/10 - couldn't even mess around by myself locally. meaning i can't even judge the gameplay.
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